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torrent.Pages Wednesday, October 23, 2015 Beauty & The Best of Beauty Vlog 4.16.15 Hi Friends, I
started the day off with some great rollers in 7b's. I honestly forgot how soft and awesome these
were. I have the 5 packs as well as a pallet to see how they are doing. I'm so excited to have found
these because I was almost $100 short of needing a new set. My skin is definitely getting more baby
soft with the oil cleansing method. It's working beautifully and leaves my skin feeling so much
better. I can't tell you how amazing it is to wake up to this face every morning. I'm slowly trying to
get into the best grooming, makeup routine ever. I have a long way to go but I'm sure in no time at
all I'll be switching up from concealers and foundation to finishing with these. I am sad to say I
bought tons of brushes before this new routine and I feel like I'm left empty handed. I feel like I lost
my brushes but that's okay because I have others. I feel like a new person with my new routine. I'm
going to go live what works for me as we go along. Product mentioned: Roller 7b's For face:
Moisturizer/Toner For skin: Oil Cleansing Method For makeup: Moisturizer What I'm Using Now:
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